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Application and Operating Mode
The design, material and reliability in practice give proof of the efficiency of WMVcentrifuges. They are used in many branches of the metal-working industry, like electroplating shops, hardening shops and mechanical production.
The essential advantages of WMV-centrifuges are:
•
•
•

sturdy and simple structure
safe locking of lid
separate electric system

•
•
•

long-life hot-air heating system
easy operation
design easy to maintain

Operating mode:
The work pieces or chips to be centrifuged are
filled into perforated containers called centers (or
drums/baskets). The centrifuging time is controlled by means of a time relay and after closing
of the lid, the centrifuge drive can be activated.
The operating mode is signalled by a pilot lamp.
After expiry of the centrifuging period or after actuation of the “stop” key, the centrifuge drive is
switched off and braked through to standstill. After standstill and a safety period of about 30 seconds the lid is ready for opening. For the transport of the drums all types may be equipped with
lifting-out devices.
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Structure
1

Motor
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A special centrifuge motor with non-wearing regenerative brake serves as drive element. The normal speed of the
motor is 750 resp. 980 rpm. But it is also infinitely variable via initiator or by means of a frequency controller,
depending on the sensitivity of the parts.
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Motor bearing

Motor and drum are equipped with a flexible rubber bearing (motor bearing) and fixed at the floor by means of a crosstype support to ensure a non-vibrating operation as best as possible.
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Bowl insert

As a rule, the bowl insert consists of an upper and a lower part, the bottom is dished and may optionally be delivered
with a perforation of 1.5 mm or without perforation. Depending on the type of design, the shell consists of perforated
plate material of a thickness of 2, 3 or 4 mm, with a perforation of again 2, 3 or 4 mm. Moreover, special perforations
ranging between 0.5 and 4 mm may also be supplied. For the rinsing and wetting process, the bowl inserts are
provided inside with a non-perforated conical plate of a thickness of 2 – 3 mm. All bowl inserts are provided with
carrying handles or cams. Special containers (bowl inserts) are optionally available. Centrifuge drums (centers or
baskets) are available for extra-high centrifuges which mostly are used in plants. These screening drums, too, are
available in various designs, purely cylindrical with a plane perforated bottom in shell perforation or with an upper and
lower part. On top and at the bottom, the screening drums are provided with angular rings so that they can be moved
using transport systems.
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Drum/center seat
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The drum seat consists of a base plate of a thickness of 15 mm to which 6 T-steel stays are welded for the guidance
of the drum. A flat steel ring in the upper area serves for stabilization. The effect of the stays is similar to that of a fan
thus improving indirectly the drying efficiency with the same heat output.
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Locking of the lid

During operation, the lid is locked electromagnetically. Only at standstill, the zero-speed relay releases and the safety
tumbler unlocks the lid automatically.
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Lid relieving system

The lid relieving system using a pneumatic tension spring serves for a reduction of the lid weight, after unlocking the
lid may be opened manually. In case of a lid relieving system with pneumatic cylinder, also the opening of the
centrifuge is possible only after unlocking and will take place automatically. The space between lid and shell is
provided with a sectional rubber seal.
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Heating system

The heating (not principally for all types) is effected via a heating rod across the surface of which air is blown by
means of a blower. Via a pipe the air thus heated is guided through the centrifuge lid into the bowl insert respectively
into the screening drum (center). The heating system can be controlled either by step switch or via temperature
control by means of pt-100.
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Control

Except for the operating elements, the control unit of the centrifuge is installed separately in a protected enclosure and
connected with the machine via watertight multipole plug-in connectors.

Safety
Our machines are in conformity with the valid VDE- and UVV-regulations as well as with the EC regulations and
directives concerning machines CE. Together with the machine, you will receive a detailed documentation including a
Certificate of Conformity, Operating Instructions including safety instructions for the prevention of accidents, as well as
maintenance instructions, risk analysis, spare part drawings with list of spare parts, drum documents with drum test
forms, drum calculation and manufacturer’s certificates as well as documentations for outsourced parts.
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Z 400-(H)

Z 500-(H)

Z 600I-(H)

Z 600II-(H)

Z 700-(H)

Loading volume

20 ltr

45 ltr

80 ltr

80 ltr

130 ltr

Loading weight

50 kg

100 kg

150 kg

300 kg

300 kg

External shell and cross-type support

The external shell and the cross-type support consist of a welded steel respectively steel sheet design. The thickness
of the external shell is 4 mm. All parts have been varnished for protection against corrosion. The external shell is
screwed to the cross-type support which has been fixed at the floor by dowels.
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Type

Upon request with lifting device and electric hoist

Optional heat
output
Speed

0-6 kW

0-6 kW

0-12 kW

0-12 kW

0-20 kW

980 upm

980 upm

750 upm

750 upm

750 upm

Drum opening

300 mm

400 mm

500 mm

500 mm

550 mm

Drum height

260 mm

330 mm

410 mm

410 mm

450 mm

Drum-Ø

400 mm

500 mm

600 mm

600 mm

700 mm

2 mm

3 mm

4 mm

4 mm

4 mm

320 kg

370 kg

440 kg

470 kg

500 kg

990 mm

1080 mm

1180 mm

1180 mm

1240 mm

700 mm

800 mm

900 mm

900 mm

1000 mm

Standard
Drum perforation
Weight of
centrifuge with
one heater
Total height of
centrifuge
Diameter of
centrifuge
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Degreasing

Drying

Rinsing

In the bowls of the
centrifuges type Z400 to Z-700 the liquid
is
pressed
through the perforated wall into the
spin-off
compartment from where it
flows off. This procedure ensures that
the parts respectively the chips are
degreased up to 98
%.

For a quick drying
without stains all
types
may
be
equipped stainless
drying all types may
be equipped with a
hot-air heating system. Optionally it
may be dried by
means of hot water
which is fed centrally
through an opening
in the lid. The drying
of hollow bodies is
performed using a
special drum. The
revolving
of
the
goods is achieved by
intermittent
operation.

In order to wet the
treated parts e.g.
with a rust inhibitor,
the centrifuge is
supplied
together
with a separate rinsing device consisting
of a collecting tank,
a pump and accessories. The respective liquid is pumped
into the centrifuge,
spun off and then
flows back to the collecting tank.
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WMV
stands for modern problem solutions
in the field of economic system technology
Degreasing
Washing
Rinsing
Drying
Passivation
Coating
Loading
Conveying
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